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Abstract 
The Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) project has long exploited orthologous mammalian relationships to infer 
function of mouse genes from experimentally determined knowledge about human and rat genes. Recently, 
MGI implemented a M:N orthology paradigm to better reflect current understanding about the relationships 
between genes of these three organisms. Although one-to-one orthology assertions between 
mouse/human/rat genes still holds for 90% of protein-coding genes, MGI can now more clearly represent cases 
such as Serpina1a class where phylogenetic analysis shows 5 mouse genes, 1human gene, and 1 rat gene in the 
same orthology class. 
 

The Gene Ontology (GO) is widely used to annotate molecular attributes of genes and gene products. GO 
supports the use of shared semantics and standards for functional annotation, facilitating comparative 
genomics endeavors that will lead to a better understanding of human biology and disease. Annotations that 
have been curated from the literature by domain experts are considered the most valuable component of this 
effort, but manual curation is very labor intensive compared with semi-automated methods for assignment of 
functional annotation. MGI’s use of new orthology sets has led to the refinement of rules for semi-automated 
annotation propagation. 
 

Since genes that share close evolutionary relationships are likely to function in similar ways, many applications 
leverage phylogenetic relationships to propagate functional annotation from related genes. This process 
involves two distinct steps: (1) the assertion of orthology, and, (2) since function is not necessarily conserved 
across speciation and gene duplication events, the determination that annotation propagation is sound. 
 

We assess both the quantity and quality of various methods of automated propagation of functional 
annotations. As more genomes are available, automated methods for annotation propagation homology sets 
will become more important. We hope this work will contribute to maintaining the high quality of functional 
annotation sets.  

In-Paralog Gene Duplications Lead to  
M:N Orthology Assertions 

Branch of 
Serpina1 
GeneTree 

M:N Better Reflects Mouse Models and Their 
Relationships to Complex Human Diseases 

Utilize M:N Orthology Assertions to make 
Inferential Gene Ontology (GO) Annotations 

Each associated 
human disease links 
to a Human Disease 
and Mouse Model 
Detail Page.  

Other Inferential Annotations in MGI: 
Phylogenetic-Based Propagation 

inferred mouse annotations from human  

inferred mouse annotations from rat  

Evolutionary trees of 
genes, sequence 
alignment of 
adequate quality to 
support phylogenetic 
inference M:N Inferred mouse annotations in MGI  

8,023 genes:  44,907 annotations – Human 
4,127  genes: 24,250 annotations – Rat 

Quality comparison of MGI 
experimental annotations with 

N:M or PAINT inferred 
annotations using depth in the 

GO tree 

N:M deeper than MGI EXP MGI EXP deeper than N:M  PAINT deeper than MGI EXP MGI EXP deeper than PAINT  

Gene Detail Page for Serpina1a with new Vertebrate 
Homology section shows  one human gene is 
associated with five mouse genes. Vertebrate 
Homology now includes chicken and zebrafish 
orthologs. 

Phylogenetic Annotation and Inference 
Tool 
(http://wiki.geneontology.org/index.php/P
AINT), predicting protein function using a 
phylogenetic tree together with available 
experimental knowledge of proteins. 
 

PAINT Inferred mouse annotations in MGI  
551 genes: total of 2720 annotations 

M:N relationships are used to infer GO 
Only do it for human/rat annotations that have Experimental evidence codes 
•   The inferred mouse annotations get ISO evidence code 
•   If human/rat-mouse are 1-1 do it for Function, Component, and Process  
•   If human/rat-mouse are not 1-1, do for F, C  
For Mouse to Mouse (more than 1 mouse gene in set) 
•   Infer only from GO annotations that have experimental evidence codes 
•   Evidence code for the inferred annotations is ISO 
•   Do this only for Function and Cellular Component  
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Compare MGI-EXP to PAINT annotation depth 
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The set includes 
only mouse 
genes that have 
been annotated 
using PAINT 

The set includes 
all mouse genes 
that have either 
experimental or 
N:M inferred 
annotation. 

Quality comparison of 
functional annotations 


